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          Product: Pdftron sdk

Product Version: Version 9.1.0

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

Font is showing garbled in the pdf exported from dwg.

Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

Used pdftron sdk to export dwg to pdf file containing japanese text in the dwg file. The exported pdf file does not show the text clearly, it is garbled.

The below image shows the dwg content and exported pdf content, the garbled text is highlighted.


[image: Issue]
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Herewith sharing the code snippet:

				CADConvertOptions opts;
				opts.SetPageWidth(800);
				opts.SetPageHeight(600);
				opts.SetRasterDPI(150);
				opts.SetColorMode("Gray");				
				
				PDFDoc pdfdoc;
				Convert::FromCAD(pdfdoc, testFiles[0].inputFile, &opts);
				pdfdoc.Save(testFiles[0].outputFile, SDF::SDFDoc::e_linearized, NULL);


Actually when i copy the gabled data from pdf and check translating it in i get the japanese data, so the data is o/p in pdf but not able to display. This could be a font issue ? The font is in shx in dwg, can we and how to embed the shx font in the pdf ? or Any other solution to fix the issue ? Could you please help.

Please provide a link to a minimal sample where the issue is reproducible:

Herewith sharing the input dwg and output pdf

Error1.dwg (51.4 KB)

Error1.pdf (29.9 KB)
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	APIs to convert files to PDF on Cross-Platform (Core)
	Cross-Platform (Core) PDF form filling library
	APIs to edit PDFs on Cross-Platform (Core)
	APIs for PDF Viewer on Cross-Platform (Core)

APIs:	Font - public ShapedText getShapedText (String text_to_shape)
	PDFCompat.Font - public static int MapToCID (long impl, long char_code)
	Text - public static Text create (Doc doc, Point pos, String contents)

Forums:	Adding font data to PDF documents with missing fonts
	Editing layers in Adobe Illustrator PDF-s using PDFNet SDK.
	Highlighting words in PDF based of the user input (in JAVA).
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          Thank you for the detailed report. I am waiting to hear back from the team.

In the meantime, do you know what the source (application+OS) that generated the file?

Did you create this file?
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          Thank you for the reply,

I used Windows + Pdftron C++ sdk to generate the file. Yes i created the file.
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          Hi Ryan,

Any updates from team
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